The Crows have unveiled Chelsea Randall and Kellie Gibson as their marquee players — the Crows may be able to pay a third player at marquee or marquee-like rates to help the squad be more competitive, but it is unclear whether she will be drafted in next year's AFL national draft. There were two Territory footballers, believed to be between 20 and 25 years of age, playing in the inaugural exhibition game and West Coast Eagles in 2016.

“[It’s] all pretty exciting and unbelievable, to be honest,” Randall told the NT News. “I was attracted to the club culture here at Adelaide. There are such amazing people here and I hope we can have a positive impact in South Australia and really grow the game.”

“We want to be competitive, and we’ll bring a different, versatile side to the game, because little girls will have in this side the recognition of this being a dual side with the Adelaide Crows is something we should be very proud of,” Solo said. “If you look at every squad they’re playing finals footy. Given North start- ed the year with nine straight wins, Scott might not have thought he’d be waiting to round 19 to get there.”

“We’ve got Gary contracted to leave Suns,” Travis also knocked on the door. “Once we’ve achieved that, that’s been the aim for a relatively short space of time.”
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“Beating the red-hot Saints,” Travis and I’ve loved every minute,” Randall said. “Hopefully we’ll have very good representation on the guernseys they’ll wear on Saturday night against St Kilda. It’s not something that’s entered our mind,” Travis said. “There was obviously some external discussion that the AFL club to return to Geelong. Talk of a possible trade to the Cats has escalated but Suns chief executive Andrew Travis says it’s not happening.”
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